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Revitalising the STP´s ecosystem with new incubation tools

Workshop on the role of Science / Technology Parks and Incubators in Innovation Ecosystems

Thessaloniki, 23-24 May 2017
10 non-university scientific institutes
6 natural science institutes of the Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
1,030 companies
16,800 employees
6,700 students

Technology Fields
- Photonics and Optics
- Photovoltaics and Renewable Energies
- Microsystems and Materials
- IT and Media
- Biotechnology and Environment
Adlershof. Science at Work.
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New business, competitive advantage
Networks, tenants, marketing, earnings
Support, customers, markets
1st round:
A² Energy 2016 – Industry Partners & Start-ups

Industry Partners
- BTB Energie...
- Stromnetz Berlin

Network Partner
- bne Bundesverband Neue Energiewirtschaft

12 pilot project ideas

Start-ups
- spscontrol
- M2MGO
- SUNRIDE
- pixolus
- CLOUD & HEAT
- vestaxx
- COMPLEVOR
- dezera
2nd round: A² Energy 2017

Industry Partners
- BTB Energie...
- GasAG
- alliander
- enovos
- MVV Energie

Network Partner
- bne

Start-ups
- Datalyze Solutions
- Lumenaza
- perto
- prosumergy
- RABOT ENERGY
- smart3 Energy Management GmbH

10 pilot project ideas
See you in Adlershof!
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